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Abstract
We introduce a GUI fronted program that can compute combinatorial properties
and topological invariants of recognisable and primitive symbolic substitutions on finite
alphabets, their subshifts and their associated tiling spaces. We introduce theory
from symbolic dynamics along with pseudocode highlighting the algorithms that we
have implemented into the GUI. Grout is written using C++ and its standard library.
We implement a check to verify that no counterexample to the strong coincidence
conjecture exists for the first 12,573,955 irreducible Pisot substitutions on three letters
and 15,001 Pisot substitutions on four letters.
Supplementary Resources
Grout is available to download for Windows and Mac OSX along with the supporting doc-
umentation at the following URL
www2.le.ac.uk/departments/mathematics/extranet/staff-material/staff-profiles/scott-balchin
1 Introduction
The study of aperiodic order has a rich history which emerged from the worlds of computer
science and mathematical logic when Berger proved the undecidability of the domino prob-
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lem in the 1960s [13]. It is now also a topic of general interest to the study of dynamical
systems, topology, Diophantine approximation, ergodic theory, computer graphics, mathe-
matical physics and even virology [17, 37, 15, 5, 32, 12, 42]. Once it was discovered that sets
of tiles exist which can only tile the plane aperiodically, a flurry of advances quickly followed,
culminating in the celebrated discovery of the famous Penrose tilings [35] and in the discov-
ery of quasicrystals [38] for which Schectman was awarded the Nobel prize in Chemistry in
2011.
The seminal work of Anderson and Putnam [4] led to a new algebraic topological approach
to the study of aperiodic tilings associated to a particular method of generating tilings of the
plane known as the substitution method. It is this method, but restricted to a 1-dimensional
analogue, which we address here. In this setting, 1-dimensional tilings are combinatorially
equivalent to bi-infinite sequences over an alphabet whose letters label the tiles in order
to distinguish them. There are still long standing conjectures in the 1-dimensional setting
which need to be settled; principal among them being the Pisot conjecture [2] and related
problems.
It is hoped that the use of this program will make testing conjectures in tiling theory
and symbolic substitutional dynamics more efficient, as well as allowing for the confirmation
of hand calculations and comparing different methods of calculation (especially methods of
calculating cohomology). Analysis of large data sets which can be potentially generated by
the Grout source code, and the recognition of underlying patterns in the data may also aid
to further the theory. There are several hundred entries containing the term morphism in
the Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [40], where we use the term substitution in
place of the term morphism, which occurs more frequently in the computer science literature.
These sequences are of great interest and have been extensively studied.
The GUI front end for Grout is powered by Qt[1]. Grout has been designed with user
experience in mind and includes many ease-of-use properties such as the ability to save
and load examples, and convenient methods of sharing examples with other users via short
strings that encode a substitution. There is also an option to export all of the data that has
been calculated to a pre formatted LATEX file including all the TikZ code for the considered
complexes. This should be useful for those needing to typeset such diagrams in the future
by fully automating the generation of diagrams in TikZ.
In Section 1.1 we introduce basic notions of subshifts (sequence spaces) and tiling spaces
associated to substitutions on finite alphabets. In Section 2 we introduce the relevant theory
from symbolic dynamics along with pseudocode for most of the non-trivial components of
Grout that have been implemented. In this section we also include a new fully deterministic
check for recognisability for primitive substitutions, for which the algorithm is simple enough
to check by hand in a reasonable amount of time for small substitutions. Section 3 will cover
specifically those methods implemented to compute cohomology for tiling spaces. Through-
out, we give instances of these methods being applied to well-known example substitutions.
In Section 4 we focus our efforts on applying the functions of Grout to the study of Pisot
substitutions and a search for counterexamples to a conjecture related to them. In particular,
we perform a search for counterexamples to the strong coincidence conjecture, a variant of
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the Pisot conjecture [9]. No counterexample is found within the first 12,573,955 irreducible
Pisot substitutions on three letters and the first 15,001 irreducible Pisot substitutions on
four letters (with respect to a lexicographic order).
1.1 Background
Definition 1. Let A = {a1, . . . , al} be a finite alphabet on l symbols, and for all positive
integers n let An be the set of length n words in A. Denote the union of these as A+ =⋃
n≥1An. If, further, the empty word  is included, we denote the union A+ ∪ {} by A∗.
A substitution φ on A is a function φ : A → A+ which assigns to each letter a in A a non-
empty word φ(a) whose letters are elements in A. We extend φ to a function φ : A+ → A+
by concatenation; given a word w = w1 . . . wn ∈ An, we set φ(w) = φ(w1) . . . φ(wn). In this
way, we can consider finite iterates of the substitution φn acting on A+.
Example 2. Let A = {0, 1} and let φ : A → A+ be given by φ : 0 7→ 01, 1 7→ 0. By iterating
φ on the initial seed letter 0 we get a nested sequence of words
0 7→ 01 7→ 010 7→ 01001 7→ 01001010 7→ 0100101001001 7→ · · ·
whose limit sequence is the Fibonacci word A003849,A096270
010010100100101001010010010100100101001010010010100 . . .
For our purposes, we do not combinatorially distinguish this sequence from the version on
the alphabet {1, 2} given by 1 7→ 12, 2 7→ 1 A003842 or on the alphabet {a, b} given by
a 7→ ab, b 7→ a, etc.
Example 3. Let A = {0, 1} and let φ : A → A+ be given by φ : 0 7→ 01, 1 7→ 10. In this
case, the limit sequence given by repeated substitution on the seed letter 0 is known as a
Thue-Morse sequence A010060
011010011001011010010110011010011001011001101001011 . . .
See also the version with seed letter 1 instead of 0 A010059 and the version on the alphabet
{1, 2} A001285
Note that, in general, a sequence of iterates on a letter does not necessarily form a nested
sequence of superwords extending to the right, but if the substitution is suitably nice (soon
to be introduced as primitive), then there exists some finite power of the substitution and
some seed letter in the alphabet for which this property does hold. Infinite sequences which
are limits of such collections of superwords are called fixed points of the substitution and
bi-infinite analogues also exist (which we study here).
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Definition 4. Let φ : A → A+ be a substitution. We say a word w ∈ A∗ is admitted by the
substitution φ if there exists a letter a ∈ A and a natural number n ≥ 0 such that w is a
subword of φn(a) and denote by Ln ⊂ An the set of all words of length n which are admitted
by φ. Our convention is that the empty word  is admitted by all substitutions. We form
the language of φ by taking the set of all admitted words L = ⋃n≥0 Ln.
We say a bi-infinite sequence s ∈ AZ is admitted by φ if every subword of s is admitted by
φ and denote by Xφ the set of all bi-infinite sequences admitted by φ. The symbol si denotes
the label assigned to the ith component of the sequence s. The set Xφ has a natural (metric)
topology inherited from the product topology on AZ and a natural shift map σ : Xφ → Xφ
given by σ(s)i = si+1. We call the pair (Xφ, σ) the subshift associated to φ and we will often
abbreviate the pair to just Xφ when the context is clear.
We say φ is a periodic substitution if Xφ is finite, and say φ is aperiodic otherwise. If φ
is aperiodic and has a property which will be introduced later known as primitivity, then Xφ
is a Cantor set (in particular Xφ is non-empty) and σ is a minimal action on Xφ - that is,
the only closed shift-invariant subsets of Xφ are the empty set ∅ and the subshift itself Xφ.
Equivalently, the orbit of every point under σ is dense in Xφ.
Definition 5. Let φ be a substitution on the alphabet A with associated subshift Xφ. The
tiling space associated to φ is the quotient space
Ωφ = (Xφ × [0, 1])/∼
where ∼ is generated by the relation (s, 0) ∼ (σ(s), 1).
One should imagine the point (s, t) ∈ Ωφ as being a partition or tiling of the real line
R into labelled unit-length intervals (called tiles), where the labels are determined by the
letters appearing in s, as shown in Figure 1, and the origin of R is shifted a distance t to
the right from the left of the tile labelled by the letter s0. Two tilings T and T
′ in Ωφ are
considered -close in this topology if, after a translate by a distance at most , the tiles
around the origin in T ′ −  within a ball of radius 1/ lie exactly on top of the tiles around
the origin in T within a ball of the same radius and share the same labels.
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
Figure 1: A portion of the tiling associated with the Thue-Morse sequence.
If φ is primitive and aperiodic, then Ωφ is a compact connected metric space which fibers
over the circle with Cantor set fibers. The natural translation T 7→ T + t for t ∈ R equips
Ωφ with a continuous R action which is minimal as long as φ is primitive. In this respect,
tiling spaces are closely related to the more well-known spaces, the solenoids.
Associated to any topological space X is a collection of groups Hˇ∗(X) called the Cˇech
cohomology of X. There are many standard texts providing an introduction to Cˇech co-
homology [16]. Cˇech cohomology is an important topological invariant of tiling spaces and
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it is of general interest to be able to calculate and study these groups. Grout implements
three different methods for calculating the cohomology of tiling spaces associated to symbolic
substitutions on finite alphabets.
1. The method of Barge-Diamond complexes [10]
2. The method of Anderson-Putnam complexes [4]
3. The method of forming an equivalent left proper substitution [21]
All three outputs are algebraically equivalent—that is, they represent isomorphic groups—
but it is not always obvious that this is the case given the presentations that each method
produces. This disparity between presentations of results for the equivalent methods was
one of the major motivating factors for developing Grout. These cohomologies are extremely
laborious to calculate by hand for large alphabets unless special criteria are met.
2 Grout and its functions
2.1 Substitution Structure
We begin by outlining how we encode a substitution rule into Grout and how we imple-
ment the substitution rule. In general, we have done most of the implementation by string
manipulation methods.
We use a class sub which has as its element a vector of strings. We always assume that
our alphabet is ordered a, b, c, . . .—for technical reasons, Grout takes as input symbols from
the Latin alphabet, rather than numerals. The first entry of a sub class vector is φ(a),
the second is φ(b) and so on. To validate the input we check that the number of unique
characters appearing in all of the φ(x) is equal to the length of the alphabet, which is the
length of the vector. The GUI also employs the use of regular expressions to prevent illegal
characters from being entered.
Example 6 (Fibonacci Substitution). The Fibonacci tiling is given by a substitution rule
on the alphabet A = {a, b} and is defined as
φ :
{
a 7→ b
b 7→ ba
The Fibonacci substitution is our main example used throughout the paper.
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Figure 2: The Fibonacci substitution entered into Grout
Next we implement a way to perform an iteration of φ on a string. We do not include any
checks to validate that the string can be iterated on, as all strings that pass to this function
are created by the program itself, and therefore valid.
Algorithm 1 Substitution functions
1: function iterate(string rhs)
2: result = empty string
3: for each character x in rhs do
4: append φ(x) to result
5: output result
2.2 Substitution Matrices and their Properties
Definition 7. Let A = {a1, . . . , al} be an alphabet with a substitution φ : A → A+, then φ
has an associated substitution matrix Mφ of dimension l × l given by setting mij to be the
number of times that the letter ai appears in φ(aj).
Example 8. Let A = {0, 1} and let φ : A → A+ be given by φ : 0 7→ 01, 1 7→ 00 whose limit
sequence with seed 0 is the period doubling sequenceA096268. A035263
01000101010001000100010101000101 . . .
This substitution has associated substitution matrix Mφ =
[
1 2
1 0
]
.
We do not give the algorithm for constructing the substitution matrix; the definition
can be taken as a pseudo-algorithm. We implement a square matrix class to work with the
substitution matrix. The first property that we check for a substitution matrix is primitivity.
Definition 9. A substitution φ : A → A+ is called primitive if there exists a positive natural
number p such that the matrix Mpφ has strictly positive entries. Such a matrix M is also
called primitive. This condition is equivalent to asking that there is a positive natural number
p such that for all a, a′ ∈ A the letter a′ appears in the word φp(a).
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All examples which have been presented so are easily checked to be primitive.
Example 10. Let A = {0, 1} and let φ : A → A+ be given by φ : 0 7→ 0010, 1 7→ 1 whose
limit sequence with seed 0 is the non-primitive Chacon sequence A049320, A049321
0010001010010001000101001010010001010010 . . .
As the name suggest, the non-primitive Chacon sequence fails to be primitive as its substi-
tution matrix Mφ = [ 3 01 1 ] is lower triangular and so has no power which is strictly positive
in all entries.
We use the first definition to check the primitivity of our substitutions. To check this
condition on Mφ, we count the number of zeros in the matrix and if the number of zeros
reaches 0 then we conclude that the substitution is primitive. If not, then square the matrix
and recount the number of zeros. If the number of zeros does not change then we can
conclude that the substitution is not primitive. This means that this check always halts.
Algorithm 2 Primitivity check
1: function primitive
2: matrix = substitution matrix of φ
3: while true do {
4: a = number of zeros in matrix
5: matrix = matrix × matrix
6: b = number of zeros in matrix
7: if a=b and a!=0
8: output false
9: if b=0
10: output true
11: }
We check primitivity for all substitutions before we do calculations on them as if the
substitution is not primitive many of the subsequent methods do not work, or return false
positive/negative results. Grout always displays whether a given substitution is primitive or
not and also outputs the substitution matrix if asked to do so.
The next properties that can be calculated from a substitution matrix are the natural tile
frequencies and tile lengths of the substitution. This requires us to compute the eigenvalues
of the matrix. We have implemented the QR method for computing the eigenvalues (for
example see [28]). This gives us approximations to the real eigenvalues, and for the complex
ones we simply give the conjugate pairs by their absolute values, and we give the results to
two decimal places. The eigenvalues of a substitution matrix may be printed out by ticking
the eigenvalues box.
Proposition 11 (Perron-Frobenius). Let M be a primitive matrix.
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i There is a positive real number λPF , called the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue, such that
λPF is a simple eigenvalue of M and any other eigenvalue λ is such that |λ| < λPF .
ii There exist left and right eigenvectors, called the left and right Perron-Frobenius eigen-
vectors, lPF and rPF associated to λPF whose entries are all positive and which are
unique up to scaling.
Given the above theorem, it is natural to ask what information is contained in the PF
eigenvalue and eigenvectors of Mφ for a primitive substitution φ.
If we were to assign a length to the tiles labelled by each letter, then we would hope for
such a length assignment to behave well with the given substitution. The left PF eigenvector
offers a natural choice of length assignments. If we assign the length (lPF )i to the letter
ai, the ith component of the left PF eigenvector, then we can replace our combinatorial
substitution by a geometric substitution. This geometric substitution expands the tile with
label ai by a factor of λPF and then partitions this new interval into tiles of lengths and
labels given according to the combinatorial substitution. In order to give a unique output,
Grout normalises the left PF eigenvector so that the smallest entry is 1.
The information contained in the right PF eigenvector is also useful. The right PF
eigenvector, once normalised so that the sum of the entries is 1, gives the relative frequencies
of each of the letters appearing in any particular bi-infinite sequence which is admitted by φ.
That is, if |w| is the length of the word w, |w|i is the number of times the letter ai appears
in the word w, and letting s[−k,k] = s−k . . . s−1s0s1 . . . sk, then
lim
k→∞
|s[−k,k]|/|s[−k,k]|i = (rPF )i
for any s ∈ Xφ.
Example 12. Let A = {0, 1, 2, 3} and let φ : A → A+ be given by φ : 0 7→ 01, 1 7→ 02, 2 7→
31, 3 7→ 32 whose limit sequence with seed 0 is the fixed point of the Rudin-Shapiro substi-
tution A100260, A073057, A020985
01020131010232020102013132310102 . . .
which is related to the paper-folding sequence A014577, A014709, A014710,A106665 under a
local block-replacement rule. The substitution matrix for φ has PF-eigenvalue λPF = 2 and
PF-eigenvectors lPF = (1, 1, 1, 1) and rPF = (
1
4
, 1
4
, 1
4
, 1
4
). So from the left PF-eigenvector we
assign unit length to all four tiles, and from the normalised right PF-eigenvector we can tell
that each letter appears with equal frequency of 1
4
.
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Figure 3: The results for the matrix calculations for the Fibonacci substitutions
2.3 Enumerating nLetter Words
Now that we have introduced the basic structure of the substitutions, and discussed the
problem of primitivity and other matrix related calculations, we can discuss the first main
function in Grout.
Definition 13. Given a substitution φ : A → A+, we define the complexity function at n to
be the number of unique n-letter words admitted by φ. We denote this function by pφ(n),
and so pφ(n) = |Ln|.
Example 14. The period doubling sequence from Example 8 is found to have a complexity
function A275202 whose first few terms are
pφ(n) : 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42 . . .
The complexity function of a sequence is a useful measure of disorder in a sequence whose
asmyptotic growth rate gives topological and dynamical information about the subshift and
tiling space of a sequence [31, 25]. One is usually interested in either a deterministic formula
for pφ or information about the asymptotic growth rate of pφ such as polynomial degree;
Grout can be used to at least give circumstantial evidence for these, though has no means
of calculating either (this appears to be a very difficult problem in general). A useful survey
article by Ferenczi collates many of the key results on complexity functions [26].
Of particular interest are the number of 2 and 3 letter words admitted by a substitution,
as we use them later to compute cohomology. Our function not only enumerates the number
of n-letter words, but prints out these words as required. The algorithm uses C++ sets as a
data structure to store the n-letter words as it is automatically ordered and does now allow
repetitions leading to fast computation. We start by generating a length-m admitted seed
word w such that m ≥ n, and count all unique n-letter words appearing as subwords of the
seed. We then apply φ to the seed and add all new n-letter words to the result. At each
stage we count the size before and after adding the new words. If the size does not change
we can stop, as no new n-letter words are generated after a step without any new n-letter
words. It follows that the value pφ(n) is computable in finite time for any fixed n ≥ 1.
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Algorithm 3 Finding all n-letter words
1: function nlw(int n)
2: result = empty ordered set
3: seed = ’a’
4: while seed length < n do
5: seed = iterate(seed)
6:
7: difference = 1
8: while difference != 0 do {
9: a = cardinality of result
10: seed = iterate(seed)
11: for each n length word w in seed do
12: append w to result
13: b = cardinality of result
14: difference = b-a
15: }
16: output result
Example 15. It is well known that the complexity for the Fibonacci substitution satisfies
pφ(n) = n + 1, and we can verify this for any value of n by computing its complexity in
Grout.
Figure 4: The words results for the Fibonacci substitution displayed in Grout
2.4 Barge-Diamond and Anderson-Putnam Complexes
Grout has the ability to output two simplicial complexes as PDFs (provided that the user
has PDFLaTeX installed). The first of these is the Barge-Diamond complex [10], which is
the key tool used in one of the methods of computing the Cˇech cohomology of the tiling
space.
Definition 16. Let A = {a1, . . . , al} be an alphabet with a substitution φ : A → A+, then
we construct the Barge-Diamond complex of φ as follows. We have two vertices for each ai,
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an in node v+i and an out node v
−
i . We draw an edge from v
+
i to v
−
i for all i. Then for all
two letter words aiaj ∈ L2 admitted by φ, we draw an edge from v−i to v+j .
Example 17. As we have seen previously, the only two letter words admitted by the Fi-
bonacci substitution are ab, ba and bb, this gives us the following Barge-Diamond complex
output in Grout.
a
b
ab
ba
bb
Figure 5: The Barge-Diamond complex for the Fibonacci substitution.
The other complex that we consider for a substitution is (a variant of) the collared
Anderson-Putnam complex [4] which is again the key tool used in one of the methods of
computing Cˇech cohomology of the tiling space. For brevity we will often shorten this to
the AP complex. This particular definition is based on what Ga¨hler and Maloney call the
Modified Anderson-Putnam complex [27]. The AP complex is constructed in a similar fashion
to the Barge-Diamond complex, but makes use of both the two and three letter words.
Definition 18. Let A = {a1, . . . , al} be an alphabet with a substitution φ : A → A+, then
we construct the Anderson-Putnam complex of φ as follows. We have a vertex vij for each
two letter word aiaj ∈ L2 admitted by φ. We draw an edge from vij to vjk if and only if the
three letter word aiajak is admitted by φ.
Remark 19. One should note that this modified AP complex is slightly different to the defi-
nition originally introduced by Anderson and Putnam. In particular, the original definition
distinguishes between different occurrences of a two letter word aiaj if the occurrences of
three letter words containing as a subword aiaj do not overlap on some admitted four letter
word. For example, if the language of a substitution included the two letter word ab, the
three letter words xab, yab, abw, abz, and the four letter words xabw, yabz but the words
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xabz and yabw did not belong to L, then the original definition of the AP complex would
have two instances of vertices with the label ab, say (ab)1 and (ab)2. In our definition, these
vertices are identified, so that (ab)1 ∼ (ab)2 ∼ ab. An example of such a substitution is given
by φ : a 7→ bc, b 7→ baab, c 7→ caac where we label exactly one vertex with the label aa,
but the original definition would require we include two distinct vertices labelled (aa)1 and
(aa)2.
In our discussion of cohomology calculated via AP complexes in Section 3.2, we use this
version of the AP complex to describe the performed calculations, and Grout implements
this particular method. It would have been possible to use the original definition, or one of
the many variant AP complexes that have been defined in the literature. There are at least
three such variants discussed in [27], of varying complexities and situations in which they
can be used.
Example 20.
ab
ba
bb
Figure 6: The Modified Anderson-Putnam complex for the Fibonacci substitution
2.5 Recognisability
Definition 21. Let φ be a substitution on the alphabet A. We say φ is recognisable if for
every bi-inifnite sequence s ∈ Xφ admitted by φ there is a unique way of decomposing s into
words of the form φ(a) for a ∈ A. That is, up to a finite shift, there exists a unique bi-infinite
sequence . . . a−1a0a1 . . . such that s = . . . φ(a−1)φ(a0)φ(a1) . . . and so we can recognise which
substituted letter each letter in s has come from.
Equivalently, we say φ is recognisable if there exists a natural number K ≥ 1 such that for
all admitted words w ∈ L with |w| > 2K, there exist unique words x, y of length |x|, |y| ≤ K
and a unique admitted word u ∈ L such that w = xφ(u)y.
Recognisability is an important property of a tiling as many of the tools used to study
the topology of the associated tiling spaces rely on recognisability as a hypothesis, much like
primitivity. Recognisability of a primitive substitution is equivalent to aperiodicity of the
subshift Xφ [34], and we make use of this result to decide recognisability. The algorithm
designed to determine if a given substitution is recognisable relies on finding a fixed letter
and return words to that fixed letter.
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Definition 22. Given a substitution φ on an alphabet A, the letter a is said to be fixed
(on the left) of order k if there exists some integer k such that φk(a) = au for some word u.
Every substitution has at least one fixed letter and the value of k for such a letter is bounded
by the size of the alphabet.
Definition 23. Given a fixed letter a, a return word to a is a word v such that v = au for
some (possibly empty) word u ∈ (A\{a})∗, and va is an admitted word of the substitution.
If φ is primitive then, due to the primitivity of the substitution, the set of return words
to any letter is finite. One can see this directly from the definition of primitivity, or as a
consequence of the linear recurrence of the subshift Xφ, shown by Damanik and Lenz [20].
We omit a definition of linear recurrence here.
Algorithm 4 Finding all return words to fixed letter f
1: function returnwords(character f)
2: result = empty ordered set
3: length = 2
4: while new return words are being added do {
5: nwords = nlw(length)
6: for all words w in nwords do {
7: if last character of w = first character of w= f and w has no other f appearing
do
8: append w with the last f removed to result
9: }
10: length = length + 1
11: }
12: output result
We use these return words to determine whether a substitution is recognisable or not.
The following proposition appears in a paper of Harju & Linna [29].
Proposition 24. Let φ be a primitive substitution on A and let a be a fixed letter. Let R
be the set of all return words to a. So R = {v | v = au, aua ∈ L, u ∈ (A \ {a})∗}. The
substitution φ is not recognisable if and only if, for all v, v′ ∈ R, there exists a p ≥ 1 such
that φp(vv′) = φp(v′v).
As R is finite, and together with the next proposition which appears in work of Culik
[19] and also Ehrenfeucht & Rozenberg [24], this gives us a finite deterministic check for
recognisability.
Proposition 25. Let φ be a substitution on A and let |A| = n. For words u,w ∈ A+, there
exists a p ≥ 1 such that φp(u) = φp(w) if and only if φn(u) = φn(w).
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That is, if some iterated substitution of u and v are ever equal, then their iterates must
become equal at least by the nth iteration of the substitution, where n is the size of the
alphabet. In the algorithm, k is taken to be the k from the definition of the fixed letter, and
n is the size of the alphabet.
Algorithm 5 Recognisability check
1: function recognisable
2: rwords = returnwords(f)
3: for each word w in rwords do
4: for each word v 6= w in rwords do
5: if(φk×n(w + v) = φk×n(v + w))
6: output true
7: output false
Figure 7: The recognisability results for the Fibonacci substitution
3 Cohomolgy of Tiling Spaces in Grout
3.1 Via Barge-Diamond
Let φ be a primitive, recognisable substitution on the alphabet A. Let G be the Barge-
Diamond complex of φ and let S be the subcomplex of G formed by all those edges labelled
with two letter admitted words aiaj.
Let φ˜ : S → S be a graph morphism defined in the following way on vertices. Let l(i)
and r(i) be such that φ(ai) = al(i)uar(i) and define φ˜(v+i ) = v
+
l(i) and φ˜(v
−
i ) = v
−
r(i). Note that
if aiaj is admitted by φ, then ar(i)al(j) is also admitted by φ, and so φ˜ is a well defined graph
morphism on S. As φ˜(S) ⊂ S, we can define the eventual range ER = ⋂m≥0 φ˜m(S) (which
stabilises after finitely many substitutions).
For this method of computation we make use of the following result attributed to Barge
and Diamond [10].
Proposition 26. There is a short exact sequence
0→ H˜0(ER)→ lim−→M
T
φ → Hˇ1(Ωφ)→ H1(ER)→ 0.
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The eventual range ER is a (possibly disconnected) graph, and so H˜0(ER) and H1(ER)
are finitely generated free abelian groups of some ranks k and l respectively. Hence we have
Corollary 27.
Hˇ1(Ωφ) ∼= lim−→M
T
φ /Zk ⊕ Zl.
Grout displays the Cˇech cohomology using the Barge-Diamond method in the above
form.
These results fail in general if φ is not primitive or recognisable, and so Grout only
performs this calculation after checking these two conditions.
The only involved part of this calculation is finding the eventual range of the Barge-
Diamond complex. After we have this we can simply find the number of connected compo-
nents and use the Euler characteristic to find the reduced cohomology in rank zero and one.
Therefore, we now give the algorithm that we use to find the eventual range. We denote by
w[0] the first letter of the word ab and w[1] the second letter of ab.
Algorithm 6 Eventual range of the Barge-Diamond complex
1: function eventual range
2: twoletter = nlw(2)
3: difference = 1
4: while difference != 0 do {
5: temp = empty ordered set
6: for each word w in twoletter do
7: append last character of iterate(w[0]) + first character of iterate(w[1]) to temp
8: difference = cardinality of twoletter - cardinality of temp
9: twoletter = temp
10: }
11: output twoletter
3.2 Via Anderson-Putnam
Let φ be a primitive, recognisable substitution on the alphabet A. Let K be the Anderson-
Putnam complex of φ. Anderson and Putnam showed in [4] that the Cˇech cohomology of
Ωφ is determined by the direct limit of an induced map acting on the cohomology of a CW
complex. Using the modified AP complex K, Ga¨hler and Maloney showed that this complex,
as defined in Section 2.4, can be used in place of the originally defined AP complex. We
define the map acting on the AP complex K in the following way.
Again let l(i) and r(i) be such that φ(ai) = al(i)uar(i). Let E be an edge with label aiajak
and define L = |φ(aj)|. Suppose φ(aj) = a1a2 . . . aL. Define a continuous map called the
collared substitution φ˜ : K → K by mapping the edge E to the ordered collection of edges
with labels
[ar(i)a1a2][a1a2a3] · · · [aL−2aL−1aL][aL−1aLal(k)]
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in an orientation preserving way and at normalised speed. This map is well defined and
continuous, hence an induced map φ˜∗ : H1(K)→ H1(K) on cohomology exists. We use the
following result [27] (Or [4] if K is replaced with the original definition of the AP complex).
Proposition 28.
Hˇ1(Ωφ) ∼= lim−→(H
1(K), φ˜∗)
Let R = rkH1(K), the rank of the cohomology of K. Grout finds an explicit generating
set of cocycles for the cohomology of K and then outputs the induced map φ˜∗ as the associ-
ated R × R-matrix MAP , which should be interpreted as acting on ZR with respect to this
generating set. So Hˇ1(Ωφ) ∼= lim−→MAP .
The algorithm for this computation begins by constructing the boundary matrix for the
AP-complex. To do this we take all of the admitted three letter words abc and we use the
convention that the boundary of this edge is bc−ab. Using this, we construct the associated
m× n boundary matrix B where m is the number of two letter words and n is the number
of three letter words. We then use standard methods from linear algebra to find a maximal
set of linearly independent n dimensional vectors g such that Bg = 0, searching over the set
of all vectors of 0s and 1s. By construction, this set generates the kernel of the boundary
map inside the simplicial 1-chain group of K. This gives us a generating set of cycle vectors
for the first homology of K.
We then apply the collared substitution to each of these generating vectors, giving us
a new set of image vectors. Using Gaussian elimination, we find the coordinates of these
image vectors in terms of the generating vectors. This induced map on homology can be
represented as a square matrix. The transpose of this matrix MAP then represents the
induced map on cohomology, and MAP is the output for the cohomology calculation via the
Anderson-Putnam method. It should be noted that this algorithm is not efficient in the
case where the substitution has many three letter words, as the dimension m of the 1-chain
complex is the dominant limiting factor when finding linearly independent generating cycles.
The time complexity increases exponentially with respect to m.
3.3 Via Properisation
For this method of computation we make use of a technique involving return words, as
outlined in work of Durand, Host & Skau [21], for replacing a primitive substitution with an
equivalent pre-left proper primitive substitution. One may then use the fact that if φ is a
recognisable pre-left proper primitive substitution, then Hˇ1(Ωφ) ∼= lim−→M
T
φ [37].
We begin by defining what it means to be proper.
Definition 29.
A substitution is left proper if there exists a letter a ∈ A such that the leftmost letter of
φ(b) is a for all b ∈ A. That is, φ(b) = awb for some wb ∈ A+.
A substitution is right proper if there exists a letter a ∈ A such that the rightmost letter of
φ(b) is a for all b ∈ A. That is, φ(b) = wba for some wb ∈ A+.
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A substitution is fully proper 1 if it is both left and right proper.
A substitution is pre-left proper if some power of the substitution is left proper. Similarly
for pre-right proper and pre-fully proper.
The following algorithm produces what we call the pre-left properisation of a substitution,
so-called because there exists a finite power of the new substitution which is left proper. As
usual, k is the one from the definition of the fixed letter f .
Note that if v is a return word to the fixed letter a, then va ∈ L and so φk(va) must
also be admitted by φ. But φk(va) = φk(v)φk(a), and both of φk(v) and φk(a) begin with
the fixed letter a, hence φk(v) is an exact composition of return words to a. So, if we apply
φk to a return word, then the result is a composition of return words. We denote by ψ this
newly constructed substitution rule on the new alphabet R of return words.
Algorithm 7 Pre-left properisation
1: function preprop
2: rwords = returnwords(f)
3: ψ = empty substitution with alphabet size being the cardinality of rwords
4: for all words w in rwords do {
5: temp = φk(w)
6: decomposition = decompose temp into return words wi1 . . . wim
7: ψ(w) = decomposition
8: }
9: output ψ
This algorithm gives us a new substitution on possibly more letters than with what we
began, and we may take a power of this substitution to get a left proper one. That such
a power exists is clear. Indeed, every return word v ∈ R begins with the fixed letter a
and, by primitivity, φi(a) contains at least two copies of the letter a for large enough i, so
φi(a) = v0au for some return word v0 ∈ R and some other word u. But then ψi(v) must
begin with v0. It follows that ψ
i is a left-proper substitution with leftmost letter v0.
We may also form an equivalent fully proper substitution on R by composing ψi with its
right conjugate. The right conjugate φ(R) of a left proper substitution φ is given by setting
φ(R)(b) = wba where a is the fixed letter such that φ(b) = awb for all b ∈ A. The right
conjugate is a right proper substitution, and the composition of a left proper and right proper
substitution is both left and right proper, hence fully proper. It is easy to show [23] that
Xφ◦φ(R) and Xφ are topologically conjugate subshifts. In fact, a word is admitted by φ ◦φ(R)
if and only if it is admitted by φ, so Xφ◦φ(R) and Xφ are equal. Hence, Hˇ
1(Ωφ◦φ(R)) ∼= Hˇ1(Ωφ).
We make use of the following which has been paraphrased from results appearing in the
work of Durand, Host and Skau [21].
1We will often abbreviate this to just proper.
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Proposition 30. Let φ be a primitive substitution on A and let ψ be the pre-left properisation
of ψ. The tiling space Ωψ is homeomorphic to Ωφ.
Hence we get the corollary
Corollary 31.
Hˇ1(Ωψ) ∼= Hˇ1(Ωφ)
As ψi is left proper, Hˇ1(Ωψi) ∼= lim−→M
T
ψi
∼= lim−→(M
i
ψ)
T ∼= lim−→M
T
ψ . Hence Hˇ
1(Ωφ) ∼=
lim−→M
T
ψ .
Grout outputs the pre-left properisation ψ, the left properisation ψi, the full properisation
ψi ◦ (ψi)(R), and owing to the above, Grout also outputs the matrix MTψ in the cohomology
section.
Figure 8: The properisation results of the Fibonacci substitution
Remark 32. If the substitution is already proper, the properisation algorithm may return a
different proper version of this substitution. This may seem like it is a feature which has no
use, but by iterating this process, we find that the sequence of substitutions is eventually
periodic, first proved by Durand [22]. It was therefore decided to leave this feature intact,
in order to study such sequences of properisations.
Figure 9: The cohomology results of the Fibonacci substitution
4 Pisot substitutions
In this section, we direct our attention to a special class of substitutions known as Pisot
substitutions. This class of substitutions has received considerable attention in the litera-
ture. For an overview of the various flavours of Pisot conjectures and a mostly up-to-date
exposition of current knowledge, we refer the reader to the review article of Akiyama, Barge,
Berthe´ & Lee [2].
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Definition 33. Let φ be a primitive aperiodic substitution on an alphabet A with l letters
and let Mφ be the associated substitution matrix with characteristic polynomial pφ and PF-
eigenvector λPF . We say that φ is a Pisot substitution if for every root λ 6= λPF of the minimal
polynomial of λPF , we have |λ| < 1. If we further have that pφ is an irreducible polynomial
over the rationals (equivalently over the integers) then we say that φ is an irreducible Pisot
substitution. Equivalently, φ is irreducible Pisot if every eigenvalue λ 6= λPF of Mφ satisfies
0 < |λ| < 1.
Note that irreducible Pisot substitutions are necessarily primitive and recognisable.
Example 34. Some of the most well-known substitutions are irreducible Pisot:
• The Fibonacci substitution from Example 2 has eigenvalues λPF = τ and λ1 = τ − 1
where τ = (1 +
√
5)/2 is the golden mean
• The silver mean substitution φ : 0 7→ 001, 1 7→ 0 with fixed point A171588 A049472
001001000100100010010010001 . . .
has eigenvalues λPF = 1 +
√
2 and λ1 = 1−
√
2
• [36] The Tribonacci substitution φ : 0 7→ 01, 1 7→ 02, 2 7→ 0 with fixed point A092782
0102010010201010201001020102 . . .
has eigenvalues λPF ' 1.83929, λ1,2 ' −0.419643± 0.606291i
• [39] The flipped Tribonacci substitution φ : 1 7→ 12, 2 7→ 31, 3 7→ 1 with fixed point
A100619
123111212123112311231112123 . . .
has the same eigenvalues as the Tribonacci substitution as they have equal substitution
matrices.
Example 35. The Thue-Morse substitution from Example 3 is a Pisot substitution as it
has PF-eigenvalue λPF = 2 whose minimal polynomial is just λ− 2 and so is trivially Pisot.
However, this is not an irreducible Pisot substitution because pφ = λ(λ − 2) is reducible.
Equivalently, because 1 is also an eigenvalue of Mφ, the substitution cannot be irreducible
Pisot.
Example 36. The substitution φ : 0 7→ 001111, 1 7→ 001 is not Pisot as the characteristic
polynomial of Mφ is pφ = λ
2−3λ−6 which is irreducible with both roots of modulus greater
than 1.
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The Tribonacci substitution and the flipped Tribonacci substitution have very different
dynamical properties, even though they appear extremely similar in their presentations and
share eigenvalues [39].
An important tool for studying primitive aperiodic symbolic substitutions is the associ-
ated dynamical spectrum of both its subshift and tiling space. A good reference text for
such notions is the book by Baake and Grimm [5]. The notion of the dynamical spectrum
for a compact measure dynamical system is beyond the scope of this work, but there is a
simple equivalent combinatorial definition for irreducible Pisot substitutions [11].
Remark 37. We note that, due to results of Clark-Sadun [18], the subshift of a Pisot substi-
tution has pure discrete spectrum if and only if its corresponding tiling space (with possibly
non-unital tile-lengths) has pure discrete spectrum. With this in mind, we only mention
the dynamical spectrum of the subshift, confident that everything also applies to the tiling
space.
Let uab ∈ Zl denote the abelianisation of the word u. That is, the ith coordinate of the
vector uab is the number of times the letter ai appears in the word u. We say that the pair
of words (u, u′) are a balanced pair if uab = u′ab. If u and u′ cannot be factored as proper
subwords u = u1u2 and u
′ = u′1u
′
2 such that (u1, u
′
1) and (u2, u
′
2) are balanced pairs, then we
say that (u, u′) is an irreducible balanced pair. For every a ∈ A, we call the balanced pair
(a, a) a coincidence. For pairs (u1, u
′
1) and (u2, u
′
2) we write (u1, u
′
1)(u2, u
′
2) = (u1u2, u
′
1u
′
2) and
call this concatenation of pairs. We say that (u1, u
′
1) and (u2, u
′
2) are factors of (u1u2, u
′
1u
′
2).
Clearly, every balanced pair can be factored uniquely into irreducible balanced pairs and if
(u, u′) is a balanced pair, then (φ(u), φ(u′)) is a balanced pair.
For a balanced pair (u, u′), let
I(u, u′) = {(ui, u′i) | ∃n ≥ 0, such that (ui, u′i) appears as
an irreducible balanced pair factor of (φn(u), φn(u′))}
Definition 38. Let φ be a primitive aperiodic substitution on an alphabet A with l letters.
If I(u, u′) is finite, we say that the balanced pair algorithm for φ terminates on (u, u′). If
I(u, u′) contains a coincidence, then we say that the balanced pair algorithm for φ terminates
with coincidence on (u, u′).
The following theorem [11] gives a simple criterion in terms of the balanced pair algorithm
for determining if the subshift of an irreducible Pisot substitution has pure discrete spectrum.
Theorem 39. If φ is an irreducible Pisot substitution, then for any distinct pair of letters
a, a′ ∈ A the subshift Xφ for φ has pure discrete spectrum if and only if φ terminates with
coincidence on the balanced pair (aa′, a′a).
The following notion of strong coincidence is different from the balanced pair algorithm
terminating with coincidence, though they are intimately related (and possibly equivalent)
[9].
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Definition 40. Let φ be a primitive aperiodic substitution on an alphabet A with l letters.
For a distinct pair of letters a, a′ ∈ A, if there exists an n ≥ 1 and a letter b ∈ A such that
φn(a) = ubv, φn(a′) = u′bv′ and uab = u′ab then we say that φ has a coincidence for the pair
a, a′. If φ has a coincidence for every pair of letters a, a′ ∈ A then we say that φ is strongly
coincident.
Solomyak showed that if the subshift of a primitive substitution has pure discrete spec-
trum, then the substitution must be Pisot [41]. We are concerned with the converse of this
statement and a close variant concerning strong coincidence. Although the first conjecture
in the following is associated with the name Pisot, the conjecture is often referred to as the
Pisot substitution conjecture to distinguish it from conjectures in other areas adopting the
same name.
Conjecture 41 (Pisot conjecture). The subshift of every irreducible Pisot substitution has
pure discrete spectrum.
Conjecture 42 (Strong coincidence conjecture). Every irreducible Pisot substitution is
strongly coincident.
It is not known in general if the subshift of every strongly coincident substitution has
pure discrete spectrum. If this is the case, then the Pisot conjecture is equivalent to the
strong coincidence conjecture.
Other than in specific cases of single substitutions, there are relatively few families of
substitutions for which we know that the Pisot conjecture holds: Hollander and Solomyak
showed that for two-letter Pisot substitutions, the strong coincidence conjecture is equivalent
to the Pisot conjecture [30]; Barge and Diamond had previously shown that the strong coin-
cidence conjecture was true for two-letter substitutions and hence that the Pisot conjecture
holds for all substitutions on two-letters [9]; Barge showed that the Pisot conjecture holds for
substitutions of β-type [6]; Akiyama, Ga¨hler and Lee showed via an exhaustive search that
the Pisot conjecture holds for all three-letter substitutions whose incidence matrix has trace
at most 2 [3]; Berthe´, Jolivet, and Siegel showed that the Pisot conjecture holds for substi-
tutions of Arnoux-Rauzy type [14] (See also [11]); Barge showed that the Pisot conjecture
holds for all substitutions that are left proper and right bijective (or vice-versa) [7]; Barge,
Bruin, Jones and Sadun showed that a na¨ıve homological analogue of the Pisot conjecture
admits counterexamples for all algebraic degrees, but that the coincidence rank conjecture
(a variant of the homological Pisot conjecture relating the norm of the PF-eigenvalue and
the coincidence rank of the substitution) holds for any substitution whose PF-eigenvalue has
algebraic degree 1 [8].
4.1 Computational Search for Counterexamples of Conjecture 42
Perhaps the largest computer search for counterexamples to either conjecture in the literature
appears in work of Akiyama-Ga¨hler-Lee [3] where all 446,683 irreducible Pisot substitutions
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on 3 letters whose incidence matrix has trace at most 2 were checked for counterexamples to
the Pisot conjecture. We instead choose to focus our search for counterexamples to the strong
coincidence conjecture. One can use the algorithms discussed in the previous sections of this
paper to do a large scale search for counterexamples to the strong coincidence conjecture.
The only methods which we have not discussed here is how to determine if the substitution
is irreducible, but the concept of checking irreducibility over Z is a well studied one (see for
example [33]). For our search we limit to substitutions over 3 or 4 letters, where irreducibility
can be checked in a combinatorial fashion instead of full implementation of the irreducibility
algorithms.
A subtlety encountered while implementing the check involved a deterministic check for
when eigenvalues which have modulus exactly 1 or are instead very close but strictly within
the unit disc. This problem was overcome by implementing an algorithm that was brought
to our attention on Stack Exchange 2.
Algorithm 8 Set-up for Checking for Counterexamples to the Strong Coincidence Conjec-
ture
1: S = generated primitive substitution
2: C = characteristic polynomial of substitution matrix of S
3: if C is irreducible over Z do {
4: Evals = Eigenvalues of the substitution matrix of S
5: Evals = sort(absolute value of Evals)
6: if Evals[1] < 1 do {
7: Check strong coincidence of S
8: if strong coincidence algorithm does not halt
9: Counterexample found
10: }
11: }
We place an ordering on substitutions over the same alphabet (modulo the trivial equiv-
alences given by reversing and letter permutations) via the lexicographical ordering of the
words (φ(a1), φ(a2), . . . , φ(an)). For example, (a, a, a) ≺ (a, a, b) ≺ (a, c, a) ≺ (aa, a, a). We
then methodically generate the substitutions in this list.
Results 43 (3 letters). The first 321,425,442 three letter substitutions were checked, of which
12,573,955 were irreducible Pisot. All of these substitutions passed the strong coincidence
check, therefore no counterexample to the strong coincidence conjecture was found. During
these checks, the number of iterations of the substitution that it took for a strong coincidence
to be found was recorded. This is summarised in Table 1.
The substitutions that took 10 iterations to form their first coincidence for all pairs of
2How to test if a primitive matrix has an eigenvalue of unit modulus—http://math.stackexchange.
com/q/1440992/29059
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letter were
a 7→ cabb b 7→ ac c 7→ a
a 7→ cbcbab b 7→ a c 7→ b.
Table 1: Number of iterations to produce a strong coincidence
Number of Iterations Number of Substitutions
1 1,921,144
2 5,778,331
3 3,777,324
4 984,669
5 105,325
6 6,608
7 512
8 37
9 3
10 2
11+ 0
Results 44 (4 letters). The first 200,399 four letter substitutions were checked, of which
15,001 were irreducible Pisot. All of these substitutions passed the strong coincidence check,
therefore no counterexample to the strong coincidence conjecture was found.
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